
South Eastern Counties Toy Dog Society 

Sunday 4th May 2019 

Enjoyed my judging today with some very good standard dogs that came under me 

which made my long journey worth it. 

English Toy Terrier (Black & Tan) 

Puppy (1, 1, 0 abs) 

1. FORSYTHE’’S WITCHSTONE RAINDANCE AVEC RICHPIN, loved this 11 month 

old dog as soon as he came into the ring.  Correct head and ear proportions and 

lovely almond eye.  Good long neck and good curving outlines.  Correctly shaped 

feet. Should have a bright show career ahead of him as he had great ring presence 

too. BEST OF BREED & BEST PUPPY 

 

Junior (3, 3 1 abs) 

1. WILES & ARGENT’S SHEDAN FOLLOW THAT GIRL AT VIDRA, Good shape and 

sized candle flame ears. Correct dentition. Almond shaped eyes.  Good dainty feet 

with correct longer middle front toes 

2. JOLLEY’S WITCHSTONE ODDS ON FAVOURITE AT DEKOBRAS very nice 

almond eyes and candle flame ears but preferred the head shape of the first. 

Post Graduate (1, 3, 1 abs) 

1. WILES & ARGENT’S SHEDAN FOLLOW THAT GIRL AT VIDRA, see junior 

2. JOLLEY’S LASAGESSE WONDERWALL, Lovely sparkling almond eye, correct 

dentition, good candle shaped ear, just preferred the ear size of the first. 

Open (3, 3, 1 abs) 

1. JOLLEY’S CH WITCHSTONE DON’T CROW AT DEKOBRAS ShCM, loved the 

wedge shaped head, with good filling under the eyes.  Very nice sparking almond 

eyes, correct candle ears of good size. Res BEST OF BREED 

2. FORSYTHE’S CH WITCHSTONE TOMMY HAWK AT RICHPIN JW, Lovely almond 

eye, correct candle flame ear, good dainty feet.  Moved well but unfortunately did not 

show himself off to his best today. 

 

Griffon Bruxellois 

Junior (1, 1, 0 abs) 

1. SWINGE’S HARPERSBAND OSCAR AWARD AT BALTHAZAR (IMP, a stunning 

rough just out of puppy that although stood alone was a definite winner, he only lost 

out on maturity to be awarded higher.  Loved the size and shape of his round head, 

with great small ears.  He also had a lovely harsh texture to his coat.  He should be 

one to watch for the future. Res BEST OF BREED 

Post Graduate (1, 3, 1 abs) 

1. SWINGE’S HARPERSBAND OSCAR AWARD AT BALTHAZAR (IMP), see jun 

2. CARPENTER’S SABAI FLAX smooth with a lovely dark round eye, good rounded 

skull, good turn up, preferred the smaller ears of the 1st winner.  Moved well round 

the ring. 



Open (3, 3, 0 abs) 

1. SWINGE’S BALTHAZAR TAINTED LOVE, very nice cobby and square outline, 

making her very balanced.  Beautiful large rounded skull, with a definite stop, good 

turn up and a lovely beard.  Great harsh and wiry coat, with no undercoat.  Strong 

quarters powered her round the ring.  BEST OF BREED 

2.  SWINGE’S BALTHAZAR JOHNNY ANGEL Lovely dark round clear eye, correct 

dentition and good turn up furnished with a good beard.  Correctly textured harsh 

coat…Moved round the ring effortlessly.  Didn’t have as much ring presence as the 

1st winner and preferred the square outline of the 1st.   

3. CARPENTER’S SABAI LONDON PRIDE 

Italian Greyhound  

Puppy (4, 4, 1 abs) 

1. HUNTER’S SALATINI SANTINO, loved this puppy on entering the ring, lovely large 

bright eye with a great expression, slight stop, dark nose, correct rose ears and 

lovely deep and narrow chest.  This one has all the elements there to go far.  RES 

BEST OF BREED & BEST PUPPY 

2. GUYTON’S ANSANDA BLACK ROSE SHRIMP, good length of rib and brisket and 

correct arch over the loin.  Preferred the depth of chest and size of eye of the 1st 

winner. 

3. GUYTON’S ANSANDA GLITTER AND GOLD 

Junior (1, 1, 0 abs) 

1. HUNTER’S SALATINI SERAFINA Loved this puppy (it is the litter sister of my puppy 

class winner and you can tell) lovely head and skull shape, with a fine a long muzzle.  

Great long arched neck, correct ear and lovely deep chest.  It was a hard choice 

between the two for best puppy and could have gone either way. 

2. GUYTON’S ANSANDA BLACK ROSE SHRIMP, see junior 

 

Post Graduate (3, 3, 1 abs) 

1. TATE’S KEELINDEE RED RUM, large bright eye, dark nose, correct dentition, rose 

ear, lovely rise over loin 

2. COLLINS’ SALATINI SATINELLA, good length of rib and brisket and good arch over 

the loin.  Preferred the ears of the 1st winner. 

Open (7, 7, 3 abs) 

1. COLLINS’ SALATINI SILHOUETTA Beautiful outline with a lovely deep chest, correct  

length of rib and brisket and just the right amount of arching over the loin.  Very nice 

fine a long muzzle. Correct dentition.  Rose ear which was placed well back on the 

head.  Moved well.  BEST OF BREED 

2. GUYTON’S ANSANDA SCARLET RIBBONS, correct fine long muzzle, large bright 

eye, dark nose, correct rose ears and good deep chest. 

3. TATE’S PHILIS FORUM ROMANUM (IMP POL) 

Judge FIONA VALENTINE (PATTIONA) 

 


